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POCKETINGPOCKETING
Güldoğan is the leading manufacturer of
‘pocketing linings’ and ‘waistband linings’,
established in 1987 and located in
Bursa/Turkey. Dying and finishing facility
of Güldo¤an with a daily capacity of 70.000
meters, has been founded in 2005 with the
purpose of dying woven fabrics with the
world standard. Pocketing is available in
different colours, a variety of poly-cotton
blends, construction and finishing, designed
specially for trousers, uniforms, blue jeans

and also highest quality tailored suits.
Jacquard narrow-weaving, label weaving,
rotary screen-printing and silicone coating
units were added to our R&D design and
production department in January 2006.
We are ready to assist in the selection of
both pocketing and waistband for specific
production and design requirements. We
supply more than 50% demand in domestic
market. We export all over the world.

&
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Güldoğan has Oeko-tex 100 Standard
Certificate for our products, and this proves
our products don’t include azo-dyeing
groups which are harmful for human health.
In our production facilities we carry on
scientific and modern Management-
Production system and taking care of human
health and ecological environment.

ECOLOGICAL 
ENVIRONMENT
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Waistband is one of the most important 
component for manufacturing of trousers
and it is the material which effects the
form of the trousers’ waist.
First of all it has to be the same tone with
the pocketing fabric which is used together
and it must be sewed very precisely.
We produce the waistbands with the most 
suitable and easiest form for production
process. We can also print and weave
brand name of your company on the
waistband. Our daily capacity is
100.000 meters. Also we are ready to
help you when you request new design
according to your style.
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POCKETING

Guldoğan has a wide pocketing range
of poly/cotton, %100 cotton blends,
in different styles of woven patterns of
herringbone, diagonal lines and diamonds.
Yarn dyed and printed pocketings are also 
available in our ranges. 

POCKETING
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Güldoğan Mensucat is able to
produce every kind of variant and
patterns which is demanded by
you the customer with our high
quality loom machines, we have
the capacity of 30.000 meters a day.

WEAVING
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Machines, using latest technology, for
serving pretreatment purposes.
We are using Monforts E-control Machine
which are the most suitable process to be
able to dye big lot sizes with a unique
colour tone without any shade differences.
In our dying systems, we are using
Thermosoling process for Polyester fibres
and E-control process for cellulosic and
viscose fibres which could make it possible
to dye big volume woven fabrics with the
same colour tone without any beginningend
and right-center-left tone difference.

Dying and finishing facility of Güldoğan,
with a daily capacity of 70 000 meters, has
been founded in November 2005 with the
purpose of dying woven fabrics with the
world standards. Meeting customer
requirements and expectations,
considering customer suggestions and
dealing with their coorperation have always
been a mission for us in the course of
time since Güldo¤an has been founded.
There are Osthoff Singeing , Benninger
Cold Bleaching, Benninger Chaintype-
Mercerisation, Washing and Pad-Steam

DYE HOUSE
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We have distrubuted dye and chemical
solutions to required machines with high
precision automated processes. We have
minimized the risk of using wrong ratios
during the processes via automation
systems.
Our dyhouse facility consists of Bleaching
Machine/Benninger, Mercerisation
Machine/Benninger, Pad Steam
Machine/Benninger, Open Width Washing
Machine/Benninger, Continuous Thermosol
and E-control Open Width Dyeing
Machine/Monforts, Stenter /Monforts,
Stenter/Artos, Sanforizing
Machine/Monforts, and Calender
Machine/Küsters
Rotary Screen Printing Machine/ Stork.

We can obtain the desired touching effect 
and dimensional stability.
We eliminate the problems of dying facilities
by using reverse osmose water treatment
system in our plant.
Our test laboratory has equiped with the
physical and the chemical test equipments
of James Heal Lab. Machines and each
order has been eveluated by considering
our customers requirements before the
shipment.
The tests which could be done in our lab
facility are washing, perspration, rubbing,
colour, water fastness, elmatear tearing
strength, tensile strength, martindale pilling
and abrassion and colour

DYE HOUSE
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We have rotary screen printing machine 
and steel printing machine. We proceed 
pigment and reactive printing in both 
machines up to 12 colors. We can print 
special vintage effected designs and fine 
stripe designs competently.

PRINTING PROCESS
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BRANCH OFFICE
Mesrutiyet Mah. Matbaacı
Osman Bey Sk. Genay Plaza
No.2 D. 7 80220 Şişli, İstanbul, Turkey
Tel. +90 212 231 00 11 - 231 39 88
Fax. +90 212 231 23 55

HEAD OFFICE
Bursa Organize Sanayi Bölgesi,
Eflatun Caddesi, No. 10 / 16159
Nilüfer, Bursa, Turkey
Tel. +90 224 241 99 50
Fax. +90 224 241 99 55 
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